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Statistics show that one-in-three women has been beaten, abused or raped - and that’s just reported cases. And over 75

percent of the cases are by someone the victim knows. Someone You Know takes a closer look into the reliability of these

statistics and the dangerous dating dynamics that can lead to abuse.

This special program was produced by the highly skilled television and education team at CWK Network, Inc.

Someone You Know

Cruel or violent treatment of someone; rude, offensive
or insulting things someone says to someone else.
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Character Traits
All Connect with Kids

programs address these 
26 character traits:

Caring/Compassion

Civility

Cooperation

Courtesy

Freedom

Helpfulness

Honor

Justice/Fairness

Loyalty

Peace

Respect

Self-Control

Tolerance

Citizenship

Conviction

Courage

Diligence

Generosity

Honesty

Integrity

Kindness

Patience

Perseverance

Responsibility

Togetherness

Trustworthiness

For more information

on Connect with Kids or Someone You Know,

please call (888) 598-KIDS or 

email to sales@cwknetwork.com



Someone You Know
Statistics show that one-in-three women has been beaten, abused or raped - and
that’s just reported cases. And over 75 percent of the cases are by someone the
victim knows. Someone You Know takes a closer look into the reliability of these
statistics and the dangerous dating dynamics that can lead to abuse.

This resource guide is designed to accompany the video entitled “Someone
You Know.” This resource guide includes:

• Abusive Relationships Fact Sheet

• Parent Tip Sheet

• Grades 6-8 Lesson Plan

• Grades 9-12 Lesson Plan

• Abusive Relationship Statements

• To Help A Friend ... Handout

• Discussion Questions

NOTE: The topic of dating abuse is a very serious one and needs to be presented with sensitivity to children in an
age-appropriate manner. The documentary "Someone You Know" and its resource guide are directed at adolescents
and are not designed for elementary school children.
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Discussion Questions 
Someone You Know

Students, educators and families can discuss abusive relationships after viewing the show. Use
these questions as a guide.

OPENING
1. What specifically happened to each young woman introduced in the opening?

a. Lorena Castellanos
b. Theresa Densmore
c. Lisa Santoro

2. What do their stories have in common?
3. Name at least three kinds of violence the program mentions. Which, in your opinion, is the worst?

PART ONE
1. How did Theresa’s relationship with her boyfriend evolve? When did it begin to change? Why do you 

think it changed?
2. Why don’t most young women recognize the “red flag” of possessive and controlling jealousy?
3. Why do you think girls stay in abusive, violent relationships? What reasons do the experts give? 

PART TWO
1. Why does Tom Santoro, a retired firefighter, spend almost every day during the school year talking to 

high school students about dating violence? 
2. What are the early warning signs that all teenagers should learn so they can get out of a relationship 

before it turns violent?
3. How do you break up safely, according to the experts? List at least three suggestions they offer. Do 

you agree or disagree? Why?

PART THREE
1. Agree or disagree with the following statement: “Rape is about power, control and dominance.” How 

was this true for Lorena Castellanos?
2. Why don’t most rape victims come forward and report the crime?
3. According to the law, when can a woman decide not to have sex or change her mind about having 

sex? Do you think this law is fair? Why or why not?

CLOSING
1. What is the mission of the organization “One in Four”? Why do the experts think this organization can 

be successful?
2. How can parents help their daughters protect themselves from dating violence?
3. What are the final pieces of advice to parents and/or young women from each of the following people:

a. Tom Santoro
b. Theresa Densmore
c. Lorena Castellanos



Abusive Relationships Fact Sheet 
Someone You Know

According to the National Center for Victims of
Crime (NCVC), dating violence is defined as
abusive behavior that occurs in any kind of romantic
relationship or on a date. Any time one person tries
to control another or is overly aggressive verbally,
emotionally, physically or sexually, or in a
combination of these ways, it is considered dating
abuse. It can happen to members of either sex in
any dating relationship, although girls are more
often the victims. Consider the following statistics:

• One-in-five high school females has been 
abused by a boyfriend or during a date. (NCVC)

• One-in-four college students is a victim of rape 
or attempted rape. (National College Women 
Sexual Victimization Study, 2000)

• Sixty-five percent of teens know someone 
involved in a violent relationship. (NCVC)

• Fifty-four percent of rapes of women happen 
before the victims are 18 years old. (CDC)
In 80 percent of all rapes, the victims have 
known their abusers. (CDC) 

• Forty percent of all female homicides happen 
when a woman decides to leave an abusive 
situation. (National Coalition Against Domestic 
Violence: Abuse, Counseling and Treatment)

To prevent violent relationships, experts recommend
the following to teens:

• Know that if a person makes you uncomfortable,
there is probably a good reason. Get away from 
that person and seek help.

• Only go on dates in public places. Movies, 
popular restaurants and school sporting events 
are good.

• Never leave a party or an event with somebody 
you don’t know or somebody you meet for the 
first time at that event.

• Avoid dating people who put you down, pressure

you to do things you don’t feel comfortable 
doing or try to control your thoughts, actions 
or feelings.

• Understand that when a person says, “No,” it 
means, “No.” It is a final statement, not a 
challenge, and it does not matter when during 
the date the word is said. 

• Realize that rape is a violent crime punishable 
by law.

• Learn to recognize your own attitudes toward 
male and female roles in relationships.

• Find ways to deal with and possibly seek 
counseling for overly jealous, violent or 
aggressive feelings and behaviors toward the 
opposite sex. 

To recognize the signs of dating violence or an
abusive relationship, teens should ask themselves
the following questions:

• Is this person jealous and possessive? Will this 
person let me have friends? Does this person 
constantly check up on me? Will this person 
accept breaking up?

• Does this person constantly give me orders? 

• Does this person make all the decisions? Does 
this person consider my opinion?

• Is this person scary? Does this person threaten 
me with violence or own weapons?

• Does this person have a history of violence?

• Does this person lose his/her temper easily 
or quickly?

• Does this person pressure me about 
having sex?

• Did this person get too serious about the 
relationship too fast?

(continued on next page)
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TO HELP A FRIEND IN AN ABUSIVE RELATIONSHIP

DO …
• Talk to your friend and let her know that you are worried. 
• Remind her of her talents and how strong she is.
• Help her find an adult to talk to and go with her to show your support.
• Call the authorities if you see or hear an abusive attack.

DON’T … 
• EVER try to confront the abusive partner. It could result in your being his next victim.
• Say things like, “I told you so,” or “You were so stupid to get involved with him,” or 

“Get yourself together and deal with this!” It doesn’t help to put her down when she 
already is being put down by somebody else.
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Abusive Relationships Fact Sheet (cont.)

Someone You Know

• Does this person abuse drugs or alcohol? 
Has this person pressured me to use drugs 
or alcohol?

• Does this person blame me for anything that 
goes wrong? Does this person blame me for the 
mistreatment I’ve received? Does this person tell
me, “You deserved it” or “You asked for it?”

• Have my friends and family warned me about 
this person? Have they told me they are 
concerned for my safety?

Lastly, if you think you are in a violent relationship
or that a friend is in one, get help. Do not try to deal
with or escape the situation alone. Talk to a parent,
teacher, school advisor, counselor or nurse. Many
communities have anonymous crisis hotlines, but a
good number to keep handy is the NCVC Helpline:
1-800-FYI-CALL. 

RESOURCES
The National Center for Victims of Crime 

National College Women Sexual Victimization Study 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

National Coalition Against Domestic Violence: 
Abuse, Counseling and Treatment 

Glencoe 

King County Domestic Violence 

TeensHealth 
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Abusive Relationship Statements 
For Young Men

Someone You Know

For the
Classroom

Agree or disagree with these statements:

1. Men need to stand against violence toward women. After all, these women are our mothers, 
sisters, grandmothers, cousins, aunts and possibly our daughters.

2. Violence hurts everyone. Even men have been victims of violence.

3. Being a “real man” means being aggressive and sometimes violent.

4. Being a “real man” means learning how to create peaceful relationships.

5. Being a “real man” means learning how to provide a good living for oneself and one’s family.

6. Real men speak out against violence toward women.

7. Real men encourage each other to keep their women in line.

8. Real men don’t tell each other what to do.

9. Violence against women increases the cost of health care. 

10. Men who hit women have a self-esteem problem.

11. Men who harass women think it is their right to do so.

12. Men who harass women are into power games.

13. Men who abuse women must not have sisters they care about.

14. Men who abuse women come from abusive homes.

15. Men who abuse, harass and/or hit women are as oppressive as slave-owners.

16. Men who abuse women should be put in jail.

17. Relationships are hard; violence is easy. 
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Parent Tip Sheet 
Someone You Know

Parents are surprised at how often teenagers seem
to “go out” and then “break up” with each other.
However, knowing that the teen years are full of
emotional and physical changes makes it a little
easier to comprehend. 

Yet nothing jolts a parent’s world more than
suspecting or learning that a child is involved in an
abusive relationship, whether as the victim or the
aggressor. If you are worried that your child might
be a victim of abuse in a relationship, look for the
following signs:

• Withdrawal from friends; only hanging out with 
the new boy/girlfriend

• Grades have gone down; school has a lower 
ranking than the relationship

• Less involved with family activities and more 
involved with the partner’s activities

• If the boyfriend calls or pages her, she must call 
back immediately

• The boy/girlfriend said, “I love you,” very, very 
early in the relationship

• Your child has unexplained bruises

• The partner is aggressive and/or has a troubled 
family life

• Your child becomes overly self-critical; his/her 
clothes, appearance, skills or talents are no 
longer acceptable

• Mood swings, anxiety and/or depression

As difficult as it is for parents to “pry” into their
teenagers’ lives, experts insist that it is imperative.
Instead of being as aggressive as the person who
may be abusing your child, there are ways to ask
questions to at least start a conversation.

Liz Claiborne has launched a program called “Love
is Not Abuse” that tackles the topic of dating

violence. Her “Parent’s Guide to Teen Dating
Violence” includes the following questions:

• How are things going?

• What are your friends’ dating relationships like?

• Have you ever seen any kind of abusive 
behavior between two people who are dating?

• Why do you think someone would abuse 
someone they were dating?

• What reasons might a person give for staying in 
an abusive relationship?

• What makes relationships healthy?

• What can you do if you have a friend who is 
threatened – or a friend who is abusive?

• What kinds of messages about dating abuse and
relationships do we see in the media?

• When you think about going out – what are 
some behaviors that would be okay and some 
you’d have a problem with?

• Where can you go to find help if you or a friend 
needs it?

If your child comes to you and confides that he/she
is involved in an abusive relationship, the National
Center for Victims of Crime suggest the following
things to say – and NOT to say – to them: 

Good Things to Say
• Nothing you did (or didn’t do) makes you 

deserve this.
• I’m glad you told me.
• How can I/we help you feel safer?
• I love you.
• I’m proud of you.
• This happens to other people. Would it help to 

see if you can talk with some of them?
• I’m sorry this happened.
• I believe you.
• I’ll support your decisions.

(continued on next page)
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Abusive Relationship Statements 
From Young Women

Someone You Know

For the
Classroom

1. I can’t blame him for hitting me. I shouldn’t have made him angry in the first place.

2. You have to go. He gets really upset if he sees me talking to anybody.

3. I shouldn’t take his put-downs so seriously.

4. He only slapped me to show attitude.

5. Yeah, he locked me in the car—he doesn’t want anybody to break into it and hurt me while I 
wait for him. 

6. He won’t love me if I don’t do everything he wants, when he wants it.

7. I know I haven’t spent time with you recently. It’s just that to show my love, I want to spend 
every spare moment with him.

8. He only gets jealous because he loves me.

9. Don’t say anything to him, please. I can’t deal with him getting all mad and in my face again.

10. I can’t leave him; I don’t want to be alone.

11. He isn’t always like this. I just make him so mad.

12. I can’t live without him.

13. I’ve got to answer this phone call right away—it’s him, and he wants me to answer before the
third ring.

14. No, I don’t think I can go. He doesn’t like me to go to parties if other guys are going to 
be there.

15. I had to drop the basketball team. He didn’t like other people watching me while I wore that 
skimpy uniform and he really didn’t like that we had a male coach.

16. It’s not a black eye. I fell on a rock.
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Parent Tip Sheet (cont.)

Someone You Know

Things not to say
• This wouldn’t have happened if you hadn’t 

(had) ____.
• I told you not to … go to that party date that 

person; hang out with those people.
• Just forget it ever happened.
• Get over it.
• This is private. Don’t tell anyone what happened.
• Try not to think about it.
• This is all my fault.
• I want to kill the person who hurt you.

Parents who have open lines of communication with
their teens are more prepared to handle challenges
such as abuse in relationships. Talking regularly
with teens about healthy relationships and teaching
them the importance of respect for themselves and
others is crucial during the dating years, as is
helping them build and maintain a good self-
esteem. 

RESOURCES
ABC News

Liz Claiborne’s “Love is Not Abuse”

National Center for Victims of Crime
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Grades 9-12 Lesson Plan 
Break the Chain (cont.)

Someone You Know

For the
Classroom

b. Discuss how we might react if a friend said 
this to us.

c. Think of things to say and things NOT to say
to this person.

When we are done, we will review ways we can 
help a friend in an abusive situation.

4. Have volunteers read each statement and 
discuss the criteria from step 3.

5. As discussion continues, it is a good idea to 
have handy the following lists of what to do and 
not to do to help a friend in a dating relationship.
These are adapted from the National Center for 
Victims of Crime website (www.ncadv.org) and 
are provided on a handout for students:
DO ...
• Talk to your friend and let her know that you 

are worried. 
• Remind her of her talents and how strong 

she is.
• Help her find an adult to talk to and go with 

her to show your support.
• Call the authorities if you see or hear an 

abusive attack.
DON’T … 
• EVER try to confront the abusive partner. It 

could result in your being his next victim.
• Say things like, “I told you so,” or “You were 

so stupid to get involved with him,” or “Get 
yourself together and deal with this!” It 
doesn’t help to put her down when she 
already is being put down by someone else.

DISCUSSION FOR BOYS:

1. Tell the boys: I am going to give you a list of 
statements about abusive relationships. We will 
discuss them individually and ‘hypothetically.’
This means that even though somebody you 
know might have said the statement, we need to
treat it as if it were anonymous. If you relate to 
these statements and feel you need to talk to 

somebody alone, we will help you make an 
appointment with someone with whom you can 
talk privately and in complete confidence.

2. Distribute the Abusive Relationship 
Statements for Young Men handout. Explain: 
We will read each statement and you will have a
chance to agree or disagree and discuss each 
one. When we have discussed all of the 
statements, there will be a series of questions 
for you to answer.

3. After the discussion, have the group consider 
the following questions:
• How does it benefit all men to try to prevent 

violence against women? 
• How do you talk to someone who abuses 

women? What do you say?
• How can you help the victim and keep 

safe yourself?
• How do you motivate men to stop 

abusing women?
• Why is it important to stop men from abusing

women? From abusing each other?

4. You may want to distribute the To help a friend 
in an abusive relationship … handout to the 
boys before they are dismissed.

EVALUATION 
• Did students define abuse in its three 

major forms?
• Did students participate in their gender 

group’s discussion?
• Did each student write a personal response to 

the class discussion?
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Grades 6-8 Lesson Plan 
Laws of Considerate Dating

Someone You Know

For the
Classroom

PROJECT AND PURPOSE
Students will create lists of appropriate behaviors,
phrases, places and attitudes for considerate
relationships.

OBJECTIVES
Students will …
• Define appropriate, inappropriate, considerate 

and inconsiderate behaviors for relationships.
• Explain how people learn these behaviors.
• Create rules for considerate dating.

MATERIALS
• Two teachers or facilitators
• Black/whiteboard
• Paper and writing implements

PROCEDURE

1. When discussing relationships, experts have 
found it is best to hold single gender discussion 
groups. Therefore, the first step is to separate 
the boys and the girls, assigning each group to 
its own classroom with its own teacher or 
facilitator. The procedure will be the same for 
each group; the discussions will be 
interestingly different!

2. Ask the class to define “behavior.” You can ask: 
What are behaviors? What is the difference 
between ‘appropriate behavior’ and 
‘inappropriate behavior’? After the class has 
discussed the definitions, be sure their 
conclusions include the following: Appropriate 
behavior shows respect for other people and 
oneself. Inappropriate behavior is disrespectful 
to others and oneself. It is the difference 
between being considerate and inconsiderate, 
which means to think about others before 
thinking about oneself. 

3. Suggest to the class two places where 
appropriate and inappropriate behaviors may 
differ. For example, in the school cafeteria and 

at a major league hockey game. Ask: Are there 
rules set for behaviors in each place? Who sets 
them? Are they posted anywhere? If not, how 
are you supposed to know how to behave in 
these places?

4. As a class, create a list of appropriate
behaviors for the following locations: School 
classroom; the movies; a nice restaurant; 
hanging out at a friend’s house. Beware of 
listing inappropriate behaviors—most 
students have too much fun creating these! 
Focus on the positive only.

5. Explain: Just as there are appropriate and 
considerate behaviors in these places, there are
appropriate behaviors when dating or “going 
out.” Are there rules set for these behaviors? 
Who sets them? Are they posted anywhere? 
If not, how are you supposed to know how 
to behave?

6. On the board make two columns and collect 
student observations of:
Respectful Behavior Disrespectful Behavior
When “Going Out” When “Going Out”

7. Place students into groups of two or three and 
give each group two pieces of paper. Explain: 
You are going to create rules for considerate 
dating. On one sheet of paper you are to write 
the top five phrases, attitudes and behaviors 
that are APPROPRIATE for dating relationships,
and list at least five APPROPRIATE places to go
on a date. On the second sheet, you are to list 
the top five phrases, attitudes and behaviors 
that are INAPPROPRIATE for dating 
relationships, and list at least five 
INAPPROPRIATE places to go on a date.
*Remind students to think about older kids they 
may have observed on dates in the mall, at the 
movies, etc.

(continued on next page)
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Grades 9-12 Lesson Plan 
Break the Chain

Someone You Know

For the
Classroom

NOTE: CWK Network, Inc. highly recommends that
an experienced counselor, social worker or other
expert in abusive relationships lead, or at least be
present during, this lesson and discussions.
Instructors should be prepared for students to react
personally to the topic and be ready to provide
appropriate venues for counseling. 

PROJECT AND PURPOSE
Students will break up into gender groups to
discuss abuse – its effects and consequences –
and their roles in abusive relationships.

OBJECTIVES
Students will …
• Define abuse in all of its forms: verbal, 

emotional and physical.
• Identify personal and society’s attitudes toward 

abusive relationships.
• Discuss ways to deal with abuse as a victim, an 

abuser, a friend and as a concerned member 
of society.

MATERIALS
• Two teachers/leaders/mediators/facilitators
• Copies of Abusive Relationship Statements

(appropriate gender pages)
• Copies of To Help a Friend in an Abusive 

Relationship handout
• Black/white board

PROCEDURE

1. Have the entire class work together to define 
“abuse.” Draw three columns on the board and 
label them:
Verbal Abuse Emotional Abuse  Physical Abuse
Ask students to brainstorm examples of all three
kinds of abuse.

2. Make sure students understand that when 
abuse becomes physical, it is considered violent
abuse, which is punishable by law.

3. Break the class into males and females and put 
each group in a separate room, each with a 
teacher/facilitator. Follow the directions for each 
group’s discussion.

4. At the end of the class period, you can ask each
group to write a personal response to the class 
discussions. Assure students that their 
writing will be kept in strictest confidence, 
but that as a teacher you are required by law
to report any abusive relationships of which 
you are aware. If they choose to write about 
an actual relationship, you will be required to
forward the information to the school 
counselor. Therefore, they should 
seriously consider how they wish to write 
their responses.

DISCUSSION FOR GIRLS

1. Tell the girls: I am going to give you a list of 
statements made by young women your age 
who are involved in abusive relationships. We 
will discuss these statements ‘hypothetically.’ In 
other words, I do not want you to identify a 
friend or someone you know, as these 
statements were not collected from students in 
this school. If you relate to these statements 
and feel you need to talk to somebody alone, 
we will help you make an appointment with 
someone with whom you can talk privately and 
in complete confidence.

2. Distribute the Abusive Relationship 
Statements from Young Women sheet to each
student. Explain that these are actual 
statements made by girls their age who were 
involved in an abusive relationship. 

3. Explain: We are going to read each statement 
and then do the following:
a. Decide if the person is a victim of verbal, 

emotional or physical abuse.

(continued on next page)
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Grades 6-8 Lesson Plan 
Laws of Considerate Dating (cont.)

Someone You Know

For the
Classroom

8. Give each group about ten minutes to complete 
their lists and then gather back together to 
share and compile their thoughts. 

9. For homework, each student is to create a 
poster titled “Laws of Considerate Dating 
Relationships” listing their top ten rules for 
considerate behavior when “going out.” 

EVALUATION
• Did students define appropriate and 

inappropriate behavior?
• Did students participate in the group discussion?
• Did each student work cooperatively with his/her

partners to create a group list?
• Did students complete their own set of “laws”

for homework?
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